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Welcome to our discussion.  I’m Mary Furto, VP of Marketing here at PCNA, and this is Liz Haesler, Chief Merchandising Officer, and we are ecstatic to be here with you today
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1. 2024 TRENDS: INSPIRE

2. NEW EVENTS PLATFORM FROM PCNA

3. PROUDPATH

4. Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we are here to talk with you about 3 exciting topics 1st - A preview of the trends that we have identified for 2024 and what it means for the promo industry. Liz and her team did a lot of research on the trends for 2024 that you are going to hear more about today.  As we creating the lookbook and thinking about a theme for the year…..All of those trends lead towards a returned sense of optimism after the ups and downs of 2023. That’s where “Inspire” originated. We want our customers to see these optimistic possibilities for themselves. Hence,  we’re offering a collection of products that will ‘Inspire’ that optimism.  Redefining how we think about things from sustainability to travel to work/life balance.  2nd – We will introduce you to Givee, which is PCNA’s new Event Store Platform launching in a few weeks3rd – Sustainability and Corporate Social responsibility is a hot topic for many of you so we are going to give an update on, ProudPath, and talk aboutWhat PCNA is doing to provide you a line of sustainable and eco-friendly products and partnerships committed to environmental and social responsibilities initiative.  This is a turnkey platform you can use with your customers.  Now I’m going to hand it over to Liz to kick us off with a walk through PCNA 2024 Trends.



AARON Intro Slide

2024 Trends
Liz Haesler
Chief Merchandising Officer



• Learning to Balance: Unplug 
while remaining engaged & connected

• “Bleisure:” Merging of business & personal 
travel

• Technological advancements to enable 
balance between worlds

• Sustainability & Eco-Friendly
• Social Responsibility
• Innovation: Reinventing & redefining current 

state
• Quiet Luxury: High-quality, timelines styles 

and elevated basics 

• Health & wellness: Elevate our lifestyles, 
reduce stress, and find comfort with these 
products

• Outdoor living & outdoor fitness are well on 
the rise

• Exercise technology, recovery and 
recuperation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The trends for 2024 



Sustainability

Quiet Luxury

Brands of Substance

Sales of sustainably 
marketed goods have 
surged 2.7X faster than 
conventional products

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first theme is Redefine      "Redefine" is about sustainability.  It's about repurposing, reconstructing and redefining the way we to live and the products we use in more eco-friendly and socially conscious ways.At PCNA, Redefine means our goal is to reevaluate and redefine our manufacturing processes to make sustainable and ecofriendly products that have a positive impact on our world     Quiet Luxury: A great example is the growing consumer preference for "Quiet Luxury," which references high-quality, timeless styles with elevated materials that have longevity.   An interesting statistic we learned was that internet searches for “quiet luxury” increased by 615% this year.   (I have more statistics to substiate the trend if you need them)Think of styles like Shiv Roy from Succession.  Chic, timeless styles made with the craftsmanship normally associated with luxury, and made with sustainable materials that have longevity
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Subtitle Goes Here

SM-5281
5” x 7” FSC® Recycled Star Spiral 
Notebook with Pen

 Front card pocket
 70 pages of FSC®-Certified recycled 

paper

U.S.: $3.49 [C]
CDN: $5.24 [C]

9009-12
FEED Organic Cotton Market Tote

 This bag helps provide 5 school meals 
to kids around the world

 16oz. 100% GOTS Certified Organic 
cotton

U.S.: $34.98 [C]
CDN: $52.48 [C]

SM-6020
Chroma Recycled Acrylic Straw 
Tumbler 16oz.

 100% recycled
 On-trend shape & core market of loyal 

users "skinny tumbler" best-selling 
silhouette on Amazon!

U.S.: $4.49 [C]
CDN: $7.36 [C]

On-trend shape 
& core market 
of loyal users of 
"skinny tumbler" 
best-
selling silhouette 
on Amazon!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First product: Chroma Recycled Acrylic Straw Tumbler 16oz.U.S.: $4.49 [C] CDN: $7.36 [C]100% recycled On-trend shape & core market of loyal users "skinny tumbler" best-selling silhouette on Amazon!Obviously made from recycled acrylic with a nod toward sustainability2) 5” x 7” FSC® Recycled Star Spiral Notebook with PenU.S.: $3.49 [C]CDN: $5.24 [C] Features:Front card pocket 70 pages of FSC®-Certified recycled paper3) FEED Organic Cotton Market ToteFeed is one of our brands of substance that we have mentioned.  Founded by Laura Bush, the company has an amazing mission and is dedicated to providing school meals to children suffering from food insecurity.  There are specific numbers of meals provided that directly correlate to the sales volume of each product, so customers can literally know how many children will benefit from their purchase. This bag helps provide 5 school meals to kids around the worldReally important brand that we are proud to supportU.S.: $34.98 [C]CDN: $52.48 [C] 16oz. 100% GOTS Certified Organic cotton



The more we immerse ourselves digitally, our 
overloaded senses will seek to escape which is 
why 60% of all business trips are lengthened 
with leisure days.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Theme 2: BalanceBalance  is a nod toward the natural dichotomy we experience in our physical and digital worlds as they continue to converge with the rapid adoption of ai and other new technologies -  It’s about Learning to Balance: how to Unplug while remaining engaged & connected The introduction of the term “Bleisure:” which is the Merging of business & personal travel  Global travel market is back up to $854.8 Billion post pandemic  Travel for work and travelling for pleasure can feel like two completely different experiences.   Our bags for business trips are packed with opposite tech, clothing, etc –than for a personal trip. But more and more folks are adding personal travel on to business trips and finding ways to accommodate both.  Technological advancements are also included in this category, which enable balance between Consumers are seeking small, eco-conscious, affordable technology that enables us to sustain the connectivity and tech quality in our personal lives as in business  
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7143-69
Duo Talk Wireless Microphone

 Battery life of the microphone is 4 
hours

 Charges within 1 hour

U.S.: $17.98 [C]
CDN: $26.98 [C]

9898-02
Daybreak Recycled 15” Laptop Backpack

 Made with 75D RPET and is your next go-
to travel backpack

 Featuring an open main compartment, 
internal laptop sleeve + water bottle 
pockets

U.S.: $19.97 [C]
CDN: $29.95 [C]

1602-05
Victor Recycled Vacuum Insulated 
Tumbler 20oz.

 Keep beverages hot for up to 8 hours 
or cold for up to 24 hours

 Push-on 100% recycled SAN lid with 
Tritan slider

U.S.: $14.97 [C]
CDN: $22.45 [C]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First product: Duo Talk Wireless MicrophoneU.S.: $17.98 [C]CDN: $26.98 [C]Battery life of the microphone is 4 hours Charges within 1 hour Enables users to take a long walk while taking a work call2) Victor Recycled Vacuum Insulated Tumbler 20 oz. U.S.: $14.97 [C]CDN: $22.45 [C]Made from 91% post-consumer recycled stainless steel Amazing quality Keeps drinks hot for up to 8 hours or cold for up to 24 hours 3) Daybreak Recycled 15” Laptop Backpack U.S.: $19.97 [C]CDN: $29.95 [C]Made with 75D RPET and is your next go-to travel backpack Featuring an open main compartment, internal laptop sleeve + water bottle pockets



Millennials are considered the 
“wellness generation,” with 
79% of Americans aged 26-40 
stating health as the most 
important thing in their lives, 
second only to family.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Trend 3: ThriveWe are undeniably in the age of healing .  Health & wellness market has reached $1.5 Trillion in size globally with specific focus on health, fitness, nutrition, appearance, sleep, and mindfulness.  Segments tied to outdoor living, outdoor fitness & wellness are all on the rise  Exercise and recovery / recuperation So, you’ll see plenty of products developed to help people get outdoors and enjoy themselves and also products intended to help you relax when you come home from your outdoor run. 
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1631-33
Cork Wellness Roller

 Ideal for stretching and massaging 
muscles

 Crafted from 100% natural cork

U.S.: $15.98 [C]
CDN: $23.9a8 [C]

8676-02
Topo Designs Daypack Classic 15” 
Laptop Backpack

 Made from 100% recycled nylon
 Cross-functional as an everyday work 

bag or room for extra layers on the 
trail

U.S.: $99.00 [C]
CDN: $148.51 [C]

1603-03
Stanley IceFlow  Flip Straw Tumbler 30 oz.

 Built-in straw for easy and effortless sipping
 Fits comfortably in vehicle’s cup holder + 

treadmills and spin cycles, too

U.S. ONLY: $45.00 [C]

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cork Wellness RollerU.S.: $15.98 [C]CDN: $23.98 [C]Ideal for stretching and massaging musclesCrafted from 100% natural cork – so meeting those goals of wellness, sustainability, balance2) Topo Designs Daypack Classic 15” Laptop BackpackU.S.: $99.00 [C]CDN: $148.51 [C]Made from 100% recycled nylon Cross-functional as an everyday work bag or room for extra layers on the trail 3) Stanley IceFlow™ Flip Straw Tumbler 30 oz.U.S. ONLY: $45.00 [C]Built-in straw for easy and effortless sippingFits comfortably in vehicle’s cup holder + treadmills and spin cycles, too 



New 
Events Platform
Holly Brown
Chief Revenue Officer



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSiCDWHYc9Q

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I have a quick video to share on Givee…..I am sure many of us have felt like Jack in the past. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSiCDWHYc9Q


Requires significant 
time and resources to 
manage logistics and 
manual steps

Provides cumbersome
and often chaotic 
process to 
select products

Large order 
minimums and 
guessing on demand 
creates waste

The Future Of Event 
Gifting Is Here, & We're 
Leading The Charge

• Virtual Pop Ups

• Streamlined, Simple Process

• One-Of-A-Kind Gifts

• Zero Inventory

From A Partner You Know & Trust
Limited or 
no guest choice of 
gift or ability to add 
personalization

Gifting Today For 
Events & Conferences…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have been doing research on the event space for the past year to find out what do distributors really need to help in this space.   As many of you know, there are many challenges with gifting space today. To start, requires significant time and resources to ensure gifts go out without a hitch.  Many steps, gifts receivers get right items and right times for multiple people to handleMany solutions that already exist have high MOQs so don’t know how much to order to give right gifts at events….order 50 mediums when need 30 then 20 go to waste or live in a storage unitSo many products in our industry with many people that often want to weigh in making this a cumbersome processpeople ultimately want choice but if you give them something they don’t want, it may seem like it goes over well at that moment, but then it doesn’t get used.  Also, offering something people want with apparel is even more difficult and determining size can be challengingFew studies have shown that 30-40% of items given at physical events go to waste which is staggering, we all want the product that is right for company, right for recipients and that is not happening currently. 78 percent of planners are using more technology75 percent of planners are planning with shorter lead times70 percent of events are now hybrid or have the option to attend virtuallyThis is the future and we have a solution to help you adapt  In the future, what is needed is a change in a solutionIt is simple, straightforward, gifts people want to give and receive and to overcome challenges of logistics and inventory hassles 



Givee Select makes it easier than ever to create and 

deliver personalized, one-of-a-kind gifts for conferences 

and corporate events. Our platform saves time and 

simplifies the gifting process from start to finish. While 

your team focuses on creating a great event, we’ll make 

sure guests choose and receive a gift they love.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am here to announce givee as the solution to those pain points. Our platform, takes those pain points, reduce ALL of them by taking the ownership on ourselves to ultimately provide you (our distributors) a solution that saves time and cuts through noise for gifts your end users want with with the longevity of product your brand owners desire and no waste.  All to make your lives, the distributor, easier.  



Simple, easy-to-use 
platform - build 
a store in under 

5 minutes!

Zero inventory 
requirements 
and no waste

Personalized assortment 
options powered by 

print on demand

No middlemen or 
aggregators, and 

no hidden fees

Gift orders dropship 
direct & fast!

Why Givee?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why givee: Simple, easy to use tool.  We have simplified the onboarding and store creation process so only takes 5 minNo inventory requirements We have personalized so users can put their name on the product, provide that level of uniquess that item will not be thrown away which also reduces wasteNo middleman or aggregators where you are wondering where inventory ultimately is, everything is coming directly from PCNA.  We directly dropship everything to end users.  Result is to get their gift very efficiently and no 3rd party channels Many stores builders out there, all of them have their pros and cons.We want Givee focused on these 6 main advantages to bring something to market that is incredibly unique, is very much needed and ultimately built for you as you grow your business User friendly and as simple as possible.  Incredibly simple tool from idea to store being built to gift receivers ordering things and being delivered Already curated assortment so you don’t need funnel through 10’s of thousands of items to try to see what is inventory and not in inventory and what people might or might not want, already curated with some of the most popular items from PCNA todayNo hidden fees, everything up front pricing is what you see is what you get, no transaction or usage fees or storage or run or drop ship fees.  End to end controle, can see everything nfrom store design to items selected and real time orders through system including tracking numbers Drop shipping on a weekly basis, get all of items out the door and in people’s hands in a weekWe are innovating and constantly solicitating feedback to find what pain points still exist and how givee can be a solution for those as wellPricing simple and no hidden fees, many competitors don’t show what billed until ultimately billedBuilt and preview and launch with no costSingle store fee plus product fee and shipping.  Shipping is flat rate drop ship so don’t need to guess where going with a variable cost.Introductory gift will waive store set up fee through March.



Give the Gift of Choice: 
Letting Recipients Choose Their Own Gifts Matters

Meaningful Connections
Giving recipients the freedom to choose and personalize their gift 
strengthens your relationship with them.

Increased Satisfaction
Recipients that choose their own gifts are more likely to be 
satisfied with their gift, leading to happier giftees.

Reduced Waste
Recipients will use and enjoy a gift their have personally selected, 
reducing the likelihood of it being thrown away or regifted.

After analyzing recent Givee Select Store order breakdowns, we were 
surprised to see the broad variation that giftees chose. Choice matters!

Speakers

Apparel

Bags

Power

Drinkware

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sample data from test store – products chosenWe had a soft launch of this new solution in 2023 and have already over 170 stores and completed over 35 stores. Wanted to share a slide that shows the element of choice.  Gifts are complied and chosen and gifted without the end user or recipient involved.  We provide a site where people can chose items and Ultimately the end users can choose what they want, if they don’t want a water bottle, they can choose somethingThis is an example of one site we ran on a beta.  Many people chose speakers, drinkware was very low so we don’t know what guests will chose until a site is up and running.  



2.  PICK & DESIGN 
PRODUCTS

Select from our curated catalog 
of high-quality products and 

customize them with your logos.

1.  CREATE AN EVENT STORE
Quickly create a storefront with our 
setup wizard. Brand its look & feel 
with your colors, logos and more. 

No developers needed!

3.  SHARE
Invite guests to select and 
personalize their gifts. We’ll 

take care of the rest.

Getting started with Givee is 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lastly, how does it work.  Coming up with idea to do it.  Create an event store takes 5 mintues.  Picking products, designing with them.  Then share with recipients and that is it.  Once an item is chosen and ordered by receipt….we will handle all of the logistics, inventory, decoration, and send directly in drop ship receipts so you don’t have to do a thing.  You can always check on reporting and shipping and tracking information as the stores go live.  You can focus on finding that next event and winning more business.  



PCNA.COM/GIVEE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We hope you are as excited about Givee as we are….you can stop by our booth to learn more and experience Givee yourself.  You can also find out more online at PCNA.com/giveeWe think this is a gamechanger and super excited to share it with all of you. 



20A YEAR IN REVIEW: WHAT WE'VE DONE

35M
Plastic bottles 

upcycled

35M
Plastic bottles 

upcycled

35+
Retail Brands

2M
Pounds of cotton 

recycled

6M+
Trees planted

600+
Sustainable and

eco-friendly 
products

PCNA partners with 1% For The 
Planet, a global network of 
businesses working to support 
people and the planet. Thus far, 
PCNA has contributed $1.6 million 
to non-profits working to improve 
water access, food security and 
nature-based carbon solutions. 
Working together, we’ll continue 
making a difference.

Our Current Impact

2022 Sustainability Report: Announced and released its first ever Sustainability Report

EcoVadis: Awarded a Silver medal for sustainability performance from EcoVadis, the world’s largest provider of 
business sustainability ratings

New Role: PCNA hires Nick McCulloch, Director of Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG)

Branch Out: PCNA's first annual tree planting event

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I am going to pivot for the last part of our presentation today and talk about Sustainability and corporate social responsibility.We are incredibly proud of our leadership role in environmental and social responsibility.  We launched ProudPath in 2022 as a high impact platform to make this topic easier to understand for our distributors to be able to use with your end users.  This portfolio of products including over 35 retail brands, over 600 sustainable and eco-friendly product options, and thousands of skus to choose from in our portfolio. We have made huge strides over the past year and thank you because we could only do that through your partnership with PCNA.  .To name a few important highlights, this year:We released our first sustainability report, documenting our ongoing efforts and achievements related to becoming a more sustainable entityReceived EcoVadis silver medal from the world’s largest provider of business sustainability ratings for sustainability performanceInvested in hiring a director of ESG and sustainabilityThrough our partnership with 1% For the Planet, PCNA has contributed $1.6 million to non-profits working to improve water access, food security and nature-based carbon solutions. We are extremely proud of our positive environmental contributions, such as:Upcycling 35M Plastic Bottles – what is exciting about this is we are melting down the plastic and turning it into new products of increased value like bags, journals, and umbrellas Recycling 2M pounds of cotton  – re-grounding and reusing fibers and preventing waste from using up in landfills  Planting 6M+ through partnership with tentree & other environmentally conscious customers



21CONTINUE LEADING THE WAY

What's Next?

....and we're just getting started.

Zero waste at New Kensington, PA facility by 2025

Long-term "Rethinking Plastics" 2030 strategy – aiming 
to phase out all fossil-based plastics from its collection by 
2030

New Sales Tools & Resources

NEW web enhancements: ProudPath hub: filter and 
search by eco SKUs and descriptions

NEW ProTips video series featuring educational videos 
depicting the importance of eco & sustainable 
initiatives, product composition information & more

NEW sales collateral: customized digital flipbook, sales 
flyers, brand story cards and photography

As the industry leader in environmental and social 
responsibility, PCNA continues our unwavering commitment 
to sustainability and creating positive change.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, we have talked a bit about what we accomplished this year but what is next.  We have no plans to slow down in this important area, in fact we are going to be doing even more in 2024.  We have publicly outlined multiple goals to facilitate the reduction in our overall environmental footprint: such as announcing our commitment to achieving zero waste at our New Kensington campus by 2025We committed to a long-term “Rethinking Plastics” 2030 strategy, aiming to phase out all virgin fossil-based plastics from our collection by 2030.  We have also added educational tools, Videos, collateral and other resources to help communicate important messages around sustainability, promote eco-conscious brands and products, and much more.We have accomplished a tremendous amount in this space, and we are just getting started....we have a huge announcement coming soon so watch your emails and check back on our website as this will be a gamechanger for the promotional products industry.  



222024 LOOK BOOK & LANDING PAGE – AVAILABLE NOW!

Inspire: Trends of 2024 Lookbook Trends 2024 Landing Page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reminder that our lookbook: Inspire: Trends of 2024 as well as our updated landing page outlining the trends that you have learned about during this presentation are live now.  We encourage you to go take a look and we would love to hear your feedback!



Stop by and see us!
PPAI Booth #4024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PPAI booth #4024



Q&A
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